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Whiteline Combined
Catalogue V3.0 released
After many months of work we are pleased to release
the new Whiteline combined application catalogueV3.0.
The main difference is that all parts for the one
vehicle are now listed together, no more flicking
through three different sections for just one car.
The page on the right shows the current layout but the
enclosed has an explanation (page 5) of how to use
and interpret the new format. Check out bottom of
page 1 for easy ordering instructions.
A digital PDF version of this catalogue is already on the
website at www.whiteline.com.au and can be
downloaded and printed at any time. This will be
updated as soon as it changes so its the best place to
get the latest version. Within the next month we also
expect to release the software version that will allow
you to search our database on your computer.
Additional printed versions are available in limited
quantities so let us know what you would like. We can
not guarantee the full quota but we’d like to know the
ideal quantity regardless.
Please fax back this sheet with details below or email
your request to admin@whiteline.com.au

New
Format

Name:______________________________________
Ideal quantity: ____________

Price review1st July 2006
We have worked hard to keep our costs down while striving to improve overall efficiency to absorb the
continuing rises in raw material costs. In particular we are all aware of the increasing costs of energy and
petroleum based products while steel and aluminum pricing has risen a minimum 10% in the past 12
months (alloy has increased 25%) even after significant increases in 2004-2005. The impact to our industry
sector is therefore compounded with most of our raw materials becoming dearer and our processing costs
also increasing.
The continuing growth of the Australian economy and the strength of the jobs market is still adding
pressure on labour costs. We continue to invest in equipment and processes to increase our production
with similar labour resources reducing overall unit labour costs however this does take time.
Our aim for this review was to maintain our pricing across the board and the good news is that we have
achieved that for over 80% of the product range. There are however a handful of part numbers that we
have been forced to review and increase quite dramatically. These items are currently either sold below
cost or at just barely profitable levels. Unfortunately this is not sustainable while we work to hold costs on
other items. Our options were to either discontinue these items or adjust the price to an acceptable though
not necessarily ideal level. A list of the key affected part numbers
is available upon request.
We will be posting you a new price list around the end of June but
can provide an electronic copy around the middle of June,
just let us know.
For specialist advice in Australia call Free call 1800 040 003
For New Zealand Free call 0800 FLAT OUT (352 8688) or, contact
Whiteline direct on ph:61-2-9603 0111 Fax:61-2-9820 2500
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